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A fish has flown all the way from Canada to Belgium.
The fish is a fish but it is also a plane.
Because the fish is also a plane it was able to fly all the way
from Canada to Belgium.
La Loge is proud to present an exhibition of Fish Plane, Heart
Clock by Arvo Leo along with a selection of original drawings
by Pudlo Pudlat.
Fish Plane, Heart Clock is a feature-length film by Arvo Leo
that celebrates and responds to the work of the Inuit hunterturned-artist Pudlo Pudlat (1916–1992). For many years Pudlo
lived a traditional semi-nomadic life on Baffin Island in the
Canadian Arctic. Eventually, in his forties, after a hunting
injury, he moved to the settlement of Kinngait (Cape Dorset)
where he began making drawings with materials provided by the
newly established Kinngait Studios, the first Inuit printmaking program. Over the next thirty years Pudlo would produce
over 4000 drawings and paintings with graphite, felt markers,
coloured pencils, and acrylics; many of which have never been
exhibited.
Pudlo was part of the generation of Inuit in the late 1950s
who were given pencils and paper and encouraged to ‘draw their
thoughts’. What is exemplary about Pudlo is that he was one
of the first artists to move away from making only images of
traditional life - images that were often preferred by the
art market further South. Upon the white page hunters, igloos,
seals and walruses are often found mingling in the company of
such modern conveniences like airplanes, telephone poles, automobiles and clocks; things that were swiftly becoming commonplace in the North. Pudlo, with his imaginative and playful
touch, would sometimes even morph these subjects into each
other, creating intriguing and surreal hybrids that embodied
the radical cultural transformations occurring around him.
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Twenty-two years after Pudlo’s death, Arvo Leo travelled to
Kinngait to spend the spring living where Pudlo made his work.
In Fish Plane, Heart Clock many images of Pudlo’s drawings and
paintings are collaged with imagery that Arvo created during
his time there. Arvo portrays the daily life of a small town
in seasonal transition while also subtly evoking the surreal
and enigmatic energy that was intrinsic to Pudlo’s art.

Fish Plane, Heart Clock is foremost a lyrical celebration
of Pudlo’s work but it is also a realistic and magical realistic document of contemporary life in Kinngait. What
is shown to us is not entirely real, nor is it entirely
fictional. It is not an artist documentary, nor is it an
ethnographic film, nor is it a structuralist film; it exists
somewhere in between these genres, subverting and collaging
some of their respective tropes and methods in the process.
Fish Plane, Heart Clock is an exquisite corpse whose body
parts were discovered through research, fieldwork and improvisation and sewn together with montage.
Circulating within the blood of this cobbled together being are little cartoon blood cells with quiet voices who do
not want to speak directly about, but would rather speak
nearby, who want to bloodshot and hallucinate the ethnographic eye, who compel and caution this corpse in its attempting to speak-for and re-present the reality of others,
who question appropriation and intention when addressing
another artist’s work, who circulate in order to cherish
indigeneity, who question the borders of the moving image
and the still image, who appreciate the human/animal relationship of a hunter who retired his harpoon for a pen.
Many images by Pudlo are featured in Fish Plane, Heart
Clock, yet because these images are part of an ephemeral
time-based medium the length we are able to engage with
each work is contingent upon the film’s duration. By showing a series of original drawings and paintings at La Loge
alongside the film we are excited to provide an alternative
durational and material opportunity to engage with Pudlo’s
works.
About the artist
Arvo Leo (b. 1981) grew up in Roberts Creek, Canada and
numerous places around Aotearoa. Arvo received a Masters
of Fine Arts from the Piet Zwart Institute in Rotterdam,
the Netherlands and a Bachelor of Media Arts from the Emily
Carr University in Vancouver, Canada.
Recent exhibitions and screenings of Fish Plane, Heart
Clock include: A Story Within a Story, GIBCA (Göteborg International Biennial for Contemporary Art), (2015); Fish
Plane, Heart Clock, La Mirage, Montreal (2015); Biennial of
Moving Images, MONA, Tasmania (2015); Forum Expanded, The
Berlin Film Festival (2015); Vdrome (2015); Lothringer13_
Florida, Munich (2015); Biennial of Moving Images, Centre
d’Art Contemporain Gèneve (2014); and Artist’s Cinema at
the Kochi Biennale, Fort Kochi (2014).
Other recent exhibitions include: Light-Soluble Mediums,
The Picture Show, New York (2015), Combustion, Galerie
SAKS, Geneva (2014); House Advantage, 221A Gallery, Vancouver (2013); Brooding Chambers, The Storefront, Berlin

(2013); This is the Cow, Western Front, Vancouver (2012);
Material Information, Galleri Format, Bergen (2012); Magic
Love Trade Objects, Art Genève, Geneva (2012); The Work
Locates Itself, Columbia University, New York (2012); and
Bosch Young Talent Show, Stedelijk Museum, ‘s-Hertogenbosch (2011). Arvo Leo also performs GHOST POO annually in the
Higgledy Piggledy Parade in his hometown Roberts Creek.
Works in the exhibition
Arvo Leo
Fish Plane, Heart Clock, 2014
HD video, 60 min.
Drawings by Pudlo Pudlat
(produced circa 1976-1992)
varied materials on paper
all drawings: Courtesy of Dorset Fine Arts, Toronto.
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Kritis, Kate Vasyliw, Boy Vereecken and Rein de Wilde.
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Opening hours
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
13:00 to 19:00
4 screenings per day at: 13 :30 – 15 :00 – 16 :30 – 18 :00
free entrance
Visit our website for more details about our program and
events.
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